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Abstract
A Sensor Fusion and Machine Learning Approach for Predicting Signal Power Path
Loss in Wireless Communications
Author: Yunus Egi
Research Director: Carlos E. Otero, Ph.D.
When it comes to Wireless Communication systems and their optimization in
different environments, estimation of SPPL for different terrain models becomes one
of the most tedious problems for Radio Frequency engineers. Since every terrain has
their complex terrain structures and contains micro-variations, they end up with an
ambiguous SPPL via scattering and absorption. Also, modern SPPL prediction
models are error free since they use predefined estimation parameters for classified
terrain model. Sometimes, terrain-related estimation errors may cause over
undesirable SPPL level which is much larger than 5% tolerance error. To avoid this
problem, one can benefit from 3D map of the environment by using Light Detection
and Ranging (LiDAR) and Artificial Neural Network which is one of the most
common Machine Learning (ML) algorithm. This tools can be utilized to classify
the objects and their structures which are the main reason for scattering and
absorption. The fusion process of LiDAR and corresponding color classified satellite
images can be fused to extract desired tree canopies. In this dissertation, Machine
Learning and image processing techniques will be used to model SPPL for
deployment of WCS.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The need for reliable and low-cost propagation systems is increasing at a significant
pace ever since Wireless Communication Systems (WCS) such as smartphones,
tablets, and cellular watches become an indispensable part of our daily life. Therefore,
effective optimization of the propagation model which includes micro-variation
becomes more crucial. Micro-variations over the propagation areas which involve
mountains, hills, trees canopies, and human-made constructions are irregular terrains
[1]. Such terrains cause scattering and absorption during propagation based on their
complexity level. Since area covered with tree canopies have more complex structure
due to randomly growing leaves and branches, they lose most of their energy in the
randomly growing parts of a tree canopy while signal propagation takes place.
Therefore, they cause unidentified SPPL through scattering and absorption. Because
contemporary propagation models apply classified terrain models such as urban and
suburban, they are not applicable to every terrain models [2] [3] [4]. Since, every
terrain has it is own unique structure involves vegetation or human construction and
the vegetation has a noticeably higher influence on propagation, separate evaluation
of both parameters will lead the estimation to a better result. For instance, when the
urban area is taken as an irregular terrain, generally tree canopies and bushes should
be extracted from the environment in order to calculate unidentified SPPL. This
1

physical separation of the environments only possible, if one has the 3D digital color
image of the environment.
LiDAR is a technology which is widely used by researchers for 3D mapping, feature
extraction, reconnaissance [5]. In general, LiDAR can be mounted on Unmanned
Ariel Vehicle to perform surface scanning and 3D mapping. Such UAV is also called
airborne LiDAR. Surface scanning is based on sending laser pulses to the ground
which is covered by obstacles and measuring distance (d) between scanner and
obstacles using the time delay (t) and speed of the light (c) as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Scanning the surface using Airborne LiDAR

The system accuracy is directly related to the robustness of the Geographical Mobile
Mapping System (Geo-MMS). This system will be evaluated in detail in the next
chapter. Once the scanning is completed the obtained data which is called Point
2

Cloud will only have geo-referenced distances which will give the feature of the
surface such as the height and width of the obstacles. However, such features are not
enough to classify trees from the environment. Therefore, we will need to utilize the
2D geo-referenced satellite image to classify the 3D image since the 2D satellite
image is a color image and can be classified using color classification. We will be
able to use it as a filter for tree canopies as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2 3D Point cloud classification

This technique is quite efficient and handy for creating an environment where it can
be used for the design and implementation of a better propagation model. Such
3

propagation model may consist of a machine learning algorithm which will use the
height and width of the tree canopy and decide what will be path loss of the tree
canopy based on given parameters. Artificial Neural Networks are one the most
coming used machine learning algorithms which may give legit estimation based on
the quality of the data. We can see a simple presentation of perceptron that contains
input, hidden and output layers in Figure 3 [6].

Figure 3 Simple Presentation of a Perceptron.

The data first multiplied with random weights, summed and with an extra bias unit
(+1) to be transferred to a non- linear sigmoid function. The sigmoid function adds
non-linearity to the results and sends the results to output. The error between outputs
and real values gives the cost which needs to be minimized by backpropagation and
gradient descent algorithm. Once the cost is minimized, and the desired accuracy is
obtained. The decision will be made by optimized weights. By this way, the required
SPPL of a tree canopy can be attained. The detailed ANN will be evaluated in chapter
4

2. As a result, calculation of tree canopy SPPL can be possible using LiDAR
technology aided with ANN which is one of the fundamental machine learning
algorithms. To implement such a technique, we also need to have the intuition behind
the current prediction model of SPPLs and why do we need a better SPPL
deployment model for WCS.

1.1 Wireless Communication Systems
Wireless communication (WC) is a technology which transmits information from
one point to another wirelessly. In other words, there is no physical medium for
transmission. Even though most of the tasks can be done with wired systems, we
prefer to use WC since it has a mobility feature with lower cost. Furthermore, WC
with recent technology also provides flexibility and significantly high throughput
performance. Communication systems contain Transmitter, Medium (Channel) and
Receiver as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4 General Communication System
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Communication systems either cover small scales or large scales area. Large Scales
communication systems usually can be considered as Cellular communication
system or Satellite Communication systems. Small scales systems can be considered
as Wireless sensor networks (WSN) which require low-power and low-data-rate. In
WSN, there is an information sink which gathers the information source through the
deployed sensor node as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)

To obtain desired results, we need to understand how link budget analysis work and
what are the effects that change signal power path loss (SPPL) for WSN. In this study,
we will also provide an extended version of the large and small-scale deployment
techniques.

6

1.2 Signal Power Path Loss (SPPL)
Signal Power Path loss or attenuation is a power decrement of an electromagnetic
wave due to obstacles throughout the transmission. If we suppose that S (t) is an
information signal, then PT will be the equal power transmitted through the given
channel. Likewise, if we consider r (t) as the received signal, PR will be averaged
received power over any random variations due to shadowing. Then we can define
SPPL of the channel as the ratio between transmit power to received power. This
power can be either in a linear domain or decibel (dB) domain as seen in Equation
1and 2.
Linear domain
dB domain

SPPL =

𝑃𝑇
𝑃𝑅

𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐿[𝑑𝐵] = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (

(1)
𝑃𝑇
)
𝑃𝑅

(2)

The image depicted in Figure 6 also presents the general communication system with
received and transmit powers.

Figure 6 Transmitted and received signal power representation
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1.3 Deployment of Wireless Communication Systems
(WCS)
From the time of Nikola Tesla when is the 18th century to this age, the WCS has
been evolving at a significant pace. Not only the communication systems become
more reliable, but they also turn out to be more efficient and predominant relative to
wire communication. However, even with the recent advancements in deployment
techniques, the industry still did not achieve the desired performance due to the lack
of infrastructure that aids the services [7]. To properly evaluate the link budget
problem, we will need to have some idea about the deployment of the WCS for large
scale and small-scale area.

1.3.1 Deployment of Large scale WCS
Large scale WCS, for instance, cellular, satellite, and marine communications have
been growing a significant interest regarding the quality of service (QoS). This is
because infrastructures for broadband internet connection and their applications over
internet protocols (VoIP) are skyrocketing within the last decade [8]. Therefore, the
deployment of large scale WCS becomes more crucial. The deployment process
consists of 4 phases. The first phase is called “Initial Link Budget Analysis” that
includes statistical propagation model as seen in Figure 7. The statistical model does
not include terrain effects which cause an unidentified SPPL. It also uses different
intercepts for each type of environments such as suburban, urban and dense urban
areas.
8

Figure 7 Initial link budget analysis demonstration

Where:
PTX and PRX: Power of Transmitter and Power of Receiver Respectively
LTX and LRX: Cable loss of Transmitter and Power of Receiver Respectively
GTX and GRX: Antenna Gains of Transmitter and Power of Receiver Respectively

Phase 2 is considered as a detailed RF propagation process which includes
characteristics of the selected antenna, terrain effects, and cluster size. In this phase,
the prediction is better than the first phase, but it still has an unknown SPPL portion
since terrain effect uses predefined values for its unique environment. Figure 8
represents the detailed RF propagation example. As the red color shows the selected
base station and their clusters, the green, and yellow area indicate the area where
there is no coverage and limited coverage respectively.

9

Figure 8 Detailed RF propagation process

Furthermore, phase 3 is the process of fining tuning and optimization. In this process,
RF engineers go to the field and collect the drive test data. Drive test systems consist
of a receiver equipped with GPS and laptop. The receiver gathers the measurement
data during the driving within the desired field as seen in Figure 9. This process has
several drawbacks regarding cost, time, and misleading results for non-driven areas.

Figure 9 Drive test system for fining the tuning and optimization
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Finally, in phase 4, the optimization and collecting data process will be continued as
a regular basis with analysis and enhanced reports as seen in Figure 10. This process
is also expensive and time-consuming since we cannot use that data for other
environments. In other words, we cannot generalize it.

Figure 10 Optimization and collecting data process loop

1.3.1 Deployment of Small scale WCS
The high usage of sub-networks such as small cells and wireless sensors networks
has a significant interest by cellular carries. Moreover, according to researchers, the
future of cellular communication will be highly depended on a large number of the
infrastructure of deployment of small scale WCS [9]. That is why the deployment
techniques are so important regarding time and performance. The choice of
11

deployment depends on different factors, for instance, the objective, environment,
sensor type or applications. Small scale deployment can be classified as deterministic,
stochastic and mobile deployment.
1.3.2.1 Deterministic Deployment
Deterministic deployment is based on the placement of each sensor nodes on
predefined coordinates. Each position of nodes is well planned and fixed as seen in
Figure 11. Deterministic deployment achieves optimum network performance since
desired connectivity and coverage will likely be achieved [10]. However,
deterministic deployment is impractical in time-constrained large-scale deployment.

Figure 11 Indication of Deterministic deployment
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1.3.2.2 Stochastic Deployment
Stochastic deployment is considered as a random distribution of nodes over a finite
area. Usually, this approach is meant for large-scale deployment and randomness
makes it challenging to implement. Desired SPPL connectivity and coverage may
not be accomplished since sensor nodes are based on randomness. Therefore, this
will end up with misleading estimations and re-deployment. As a result, this will be
more expensive and inefficient. Figure 12 demonstrates the random distribution of
wireless sensor networks on a finite area. Yellow circles illustrate the coverage area
of individual sensors.

Figure 12 Stochastic Deployment Representation
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1.3.2.3 Mobile Deployment
Mobile deployment is a technique that actively seeks out interesting areas to
compensate for deployment shortcomings. The deployed device can be passively
moved around by some exterior force such as water and wind as seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13 Mobile deployment illustration

1.4 Current WCS deployment problem
In the case of deployment of WCS, the terrain effects are not accurately considered
as a factor since they primarily use predefined terrain models. However, the terrain
owns natural obstacles such as mountains, tree canopies, bushes, hills, and buildings.
In other words, every terrain has its unique structure which means that we cannot use
the same SPPL model for the different environment. Furthermore, the current
systems do not provide the elevation model of the terrain to estimate the path loss in
14

the line of sight direction. If we use the current systems to estimate SPPL, we will
not take into the tree canopies between transmitter and receiver as seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Cause of SPPL ambiguity in the line of sight direction

Therefore, the current SPPL systems do not have enough information about the
environment and its ambiguity to estimate and achieve the optimum result.

1.5 Need for Better Deployment Techniques
The growth of WCS creates new challenges on performance and efficiency in power.
The significant increase of small scale deployment of WCS is already achieved its
tolerable limit [11]. According to the Federal Communication Commission (FCC).
The demand for wireless capacity is skyrocketing, but our capability of handling the
services depends on the infrastructure [12]
Moreover, ISR Science and Technology Research challenges states that for persistent
surveillance, the environment should be modeled through the placement of available
sensors within the area of interest [13]. Therefore, the best way to reduce the SPPL
15

is to benefit from the environment as efficient as possible. Understanding how the
RF signal propagates in WCS is crucial. However, to design optimal large-scale or
small-scale deployments, we need to understand the effects of the dynamic network
environment on network performance upon deployment. Therefore, more elaborate
research is necessary to answer the following questions:


What is the ambiguous PL portion that causes negative effects on the network
performance of WCS?



How close is the estimation of signal path loss to the actual values under the
WCS conditions?

In this dissertation, those questions will be evaluated and analyzed.

16

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

In this chapter, we will evaluate all the elements that are required to form the
proposed model. We will also review the current empirical models and provide
related works that contain performed the empirical model.

2.1 Background
2.1.1 Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
In RF propagation, it is significant to provide a deployment system with the highest
efficiency since it is directly related to customer satisfaction. Therefore, it is
important to estimate and monitor the structure of the environment at the micro level.
According to a study in [14], wireless systems are application dependent. In other
words, the network topology, network protocols, or deployment architecture can be
adjusted for the desired application. For many cases, deployment architecture plays
a vital role in terms of cost, time, and complexity. Thus, the idea of obtaining the
data which contains all the information about the environment for low-power WCS
ended up with Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR).
Although, there are many ways to obtain LiDAR data, the most common of ones is
to perform a flight test with airborne LiDAR (UAV) equipped with GPS/IMU and
laser scanner. In our case, an airborne LiDAR equipped with multi-sensors such as
17

GPS and IMU is used as a geodetics Mobile Mapping systems (geo-MMS) structure
as seen in Figure 15.

Geo-MMS structure
GPS

IMU

LASER SCANNER

Figure 15 Geo-MMS Structure

Geo-MMS is developed to fulfill the image capturing, surveillance, low-level
reconnaissance, and object tracking tasks [15]. The primary purpose of the geoMMS is to obtain real-time mapping and create the 3D image of the environment. As
a structure, multi-sensor Geo-MMS creates an environment that uses GPS and IMU
to acquire the required position and altitude through direct geo-referencing of
recorded top view images and lasers data. The process has one crucial factor called
sensor synchronization. Sensory synchronization is usually done by using time
stamping technique since every sensor has different frequency usage.
Moreover, the core system of GPS /IMU can be named as Geo-INAV inertial
Navigation system (INS) [15]. When the airborne LiDAR investigates an area, it
sends the laser pulses over the survey area with a nadir-looking geometry [16].
Throughout the flight, every laser pulse hits the surface on a different height
concerning the obstacles’ structure and returns to the laser receiver. After the
measurement of the time delay, the distance between airborne LiDAR and obstacle
18

can be calculated as stated in Equation 3 [17]. By using this formula, the structural
estimation of the forests which will cover tree canopies, trunk, the number of leaves
will be applicable with an accuracy of 5 points/m2 [16].
R (Distance) = c (speed of light) ×

𝑡
(time)
2

(3)

2.1.2 Principles of direct Geo-referencing
Direct geo-referencing is a method that uses GPS/IMU to determine the position,
location, and orientation of the mobile mapping systems (MMS) [18]. For airborne
LiDAR, GPS and IMU are placed apart from the camera where they are detectable
to GPS constellation. The mission of the IMU is to determine the rotations and
accelerations of the airborne system [15] as seen in Figure 16.

Figure 16 Direct Geo-referencing in MMS
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The raw point cloud is recorded by the LiDAR and direct geo-referenced with MMS.
Image direct geo-referencing can be determined by Equation 4 [15].
̅
Xka = ̅
Xba + Rab [λRbc x̅kc + ∆ x̅cb ]

(4)

Where;
𝑋̅𝑘𝑎 : The ground position of a frame
𝑋̅𝑏𝑎 : The position of INS the system (in a-frame)
𝑅𝑏𝑎 : Rotation matrix
𝜆 : Scaling constant
𝑅𝑐𝑏 : Constant Rotation matrix from boresight perspective (α, β, γ)
𝑥̅𝑘𝑐 : Image observations from the ground perspective
𝑥̅𝑐𝑏 : The boresight-difference for IMU and Camera
All sensor are mounted downwards from aircraft to measure rotational scanning
motions. The systems use those scanning with slant range and angle to create 3D
coordinate systems for point cloud [15]. The ground level direct geo-referenced data
is determined by Equation 5 [15].
̅
Xka = ̅
Xba + Rab [RbL RLk x̅kL + ∆ x̅Lb ]

20

(5)

Where:
𝑅𝐿𝑏 = Boresight rotations matrix
𝑅𝑘𝐿 (𝜃, 𝜂) = Mirror rotation of the laser
𝑥̅𝑘𝐿 = slant range
∆ 𝑥̅𝐿𝑏 = The boresight shifts
𝑅𝑘𝐿 (𝜃, 𝜂) is indicated in equation 6.
cos θ
RLk (θ, η) = ( 0
sin θ

− sin θ sin η − sin θ cos η
cos η
− sin η )
− cos θ sin η cos θ cos η

(6)

In order to understand the fusion process, it is essential to understand the fusion
architecture which is seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Multi-Sensor Fusion Architecture
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When we analyze the architecture, we will see that the laser scanner accepts the data
from the camera and GPS/IMU (assisted with Kalman Filter). Since the UAV digital
camera has a different frequency than the LiDAR data, the sequential adjustment will
be needed. Once the sequential adjustment is completed, we will assign all the pixels
to the required LiDAR data point which will create our point cloud. During this
procedure, correction and alignment of IMU and laser scanner for boresight should
be done to prepare the equipment for surface scanning test [19]. In some cases,
airborne LiDAR may not have a camera. Therefore, this will cause a 3D image
without color as seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18 3D Point Cloud of Autzen Stadium

As an alternative, we propose to use 2D satellite images which can be geo-referenced
and used to obtain the 3D fused image.

22

2.1.3 2D/3D Image Fusion
Image fusion is a method which uses direct geo-referencing to map the 2D satellite
image onto a 3D LiDAR image. The point is that the 2D satellite image and 3D
satellite image are different from each other regarding the dimension and size.
Therefore, in most of the cases, the raw LiDAR data is interpolated and resized by
using natural neighbor interpolation (NNI) [20]. In other words, the missing points
and gaps are filled with the estimated data points. Furthermore, the processed data
and 2D satellite images should be geo-referenced precisely since the matching error
can change the detection process of tree canopies significantly. Figure 19 represents
the direct geo-referenced processed LiDAR data of Autzen Stadium.

Figure 19 Interpolated and resized the raw LiDAR data

The 2D satellite image is also resized and direct geo-referenced to fulfill the required
matching conditions as seen in Figure 20.

23

Figure 20 the direct geo-referenced satellite image of Autzen stadium

Now both images are ready to fuse. To fuse both images, we will assign the color of
each pixel of the 2D satellite image to the corresponding z coordinate of the LiDAR
image. As a result, there will be some points will be considered an outlier which
should be filtered out from the original image. Since they are out of the LiDAR limits.
The fused image is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21 Image Fusion of Autzen Stadium Containing 2D Satellite Image and 3D
LiDAR Image
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2.1.4 Image Color Segmentation
In this section, the process of image color segmentation is evaluated. Image color
segmentation is used for various purposes such as face detection, object tracking, and
feature extraction. The most common image color segmentations are thresholding,
color-based, transform, and texture methods [21]. Since we are dealing with big data
and we aim to accelerate the process, we will focus on color based segmentation.
Basically, with this method, we will use the intensity values and create a binary mask
to remove the desired area from the image. To do that we will also need a better
representation of the intensity value. LAB color space will be a good choice rather
than RGB color space because it is better for digital image manipulation as seen in
Figure 22. We can easily see that LAB manipulation gives better results regarding
image manipulation.

Figure 22 Digital image manipulations for LAB color space
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2.1.4.1 The process of obtaining the binary mask
The binary mask is considered as a matrix which comprises ones and zeros. We can
think this as a filter which keeps the desired areas within the image via multiplying
ones and gets rid of the undesirable areas via multiplying zeros. However, we need
to estimate the ones and zeros by using statistical tools.
First of all, we need to convert the RGB image to LAB image since the LAB image
is better suited for color segmentation. Later, we need to circle out the desired area
which contains preferred color as seen in Figure 23. The original tree canopy image
is taken from [22].

Figure 23 Selection of Localized Window

The selected area should be removed from the original image to create a feature from
the intensities. Once the feature is created, it will be applied to the whole image to
see differences between the selected area and the original image for every color
channel. We will call these images as Δ E images which are Euclidean distance
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between pixel colors and averaged feature value. [23]. This process will explain how
close those values are.
The process of Δ E starts with finding the average intensity of the circled area for
each channel and assign the values for each pixel of image size matrix as explained
in following.
𝜇mask = (

1
(m, n)) × 𝑂𝑛𝑒𝑠(m×n)
∑
P
m × n (𝑚,𝑛) mask

(7)

Determine: μmaskL , μmaskA , and μmaskB
In order to obtain delta images, we need to calculate the error of corresponding
pixels from the original images as explained following.
∆LMxN = L − μmaskL

(8)

∆AMxN = A − μmaskA

(9)

∆BMxN = B − μmaskB

(10)
2

∆EMxN = √(∆L)2 + (∆A)2 + (Δ B)

(11)

Next, we will apply 95% tolerance which corresponds to 3 standard deviations in
order to capture the edges between desired color and other colors as explained in
follow.
𝐶𝐼 = μ (Δ E𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑑 ) + 3𝜎 (Δ E𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑑 )
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(12)

Finally, in order to obtain a logical filter, we will get to values that are smaller and
equal than our confidence interval as follow.
Filter (Δ E<=CI) (Logical filter)

We can see the implementation in Figure 24 and 25.

Figure 24 the Binary masking process for tree canopies
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(13)

Figure 25 the Binary masking process for tree canopies

Critical points and assumptions:
•

Since images are already geo-referenced, the binary image which only
contains trees can be used as a filter to remove the area which does not
contain green color.

•

The area where does not include green color in the image will be used to
detect the buildings.

•

Some thresholds will be applied to the green area in order to remove the
height that will not be considered an obstacle for path loss such (height and
width of trees should be at least 3m and 2m respectively)

•

There will also be a threshold for a Building, but it will only be height since
we only deal with Knife Edge Diffraction in the image.

•

Next process will be the calculation of the number of tree canopies.
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2.1.5 LiDAR point cloud gridding and Interpolation
Our goal is to determine the signal path loss due to the environment. Therefore, one
needs to be precise when making fusion. In order to fit the satellite image to the
LiDAR points, image pixel size and LiDAR data in x and y-direction should be
matched. Therefore, we will create a grid for georeferenced data. Further, we will fill
the grid with interpolation as seen in Figure 26. Hence, we will obtain a higher
resolution.

Figure 26 Gridded and interpolated data

2.1.6 Local Maxima Method and Analysis of Noisy 3D Images
Local maxima method (LMM) determines local maximums throughout the entire
LiDAR point cloud. This method should be applied to point cloud after removal of
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the building from the environment since during the estimation of the location of the
tree canopies may be mixed with the location of the buildings. After the removal of
the buildings, the image will have peaks that are relatively sparse. Therefore, a
threshold (3m) should be set, and each peak should be smoothed with some Gaussian
size. Since the data is noisy, it should also be filtered by the median filter (3x3). Our
goal is to estimate one true peak as seen in Figure 27.
True Pick
Smoothing
With
Gaussian

2m

Figure 27 Finding true peak with LMM

The elevation on the map contains many local maxima which are defined as follows;
𝐼𝑓 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) > 𝑓 (𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛𝑛 )
•
•

(14)

f (x, y)is a pixel of an image
𝑓 (𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛𝑛 ) are the neighborhood pixels of the f(x, y)

If we apply this approach to the whole LiDAR point cloud, we can detect the
position and location of the tree canopies as seen in Figure 28.
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Figure 28 Red + sign shows the detected Tree canopies

2.1.7 Currently used Empirical models
SPPL occurs throughout propagation due to multipath reflections and absorption of
signal power. Since the SPPL is directly related to coverage estimation and
sustainability, its estimation has crucial importance for communication engineers.
There are currently several empirical signal SPPL models in literature such as free
space, log-normal, cost231-Hata, and two ray models. These SPPL model have their
unique approaches based on implementation purposes. In this section, we will briefly
explain the common estimation models that are used in simulation and state of the
art.
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2.1.7.1 Free space path loss (FSPL)
FSPL is defined as the signal power attenuation between transmitter and receiver in
the case of no obstacle in the line of sight direction. FSPL is calculated by the Friis
formula [24]. FSPL is also represented in Figure 29 and Equation 15.
𝑃𝑇
4𝜋𝑑 2
𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( ) = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( 2
)
𝑃𝑅
𝜆 𝐺𝑇 𝐺𝑅
Where:
𝜆: Wave length
GT : TX antenna gain.
GR: TR antenna gain.
d: Separation between TX and RX

Figure 29 FSPL presentation
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(15)

2.1.7.2 Log-normal Shadowing (LNS)
Log-normal shadowing is a wide range SPPL model that uses obstructed medium.
The LNS is one of the most utilized SPPL models that uses shadowing effects as a
Gaussian random variable. This variable varies with respect to the environment
condition [25]. The LNS is demonstrated in Figure 30.

Figure 30 Obstructed medium for log-normal shadowing model

The LNS equation is defined in Equation 16.
𝑃𝐿[𝑑𝐵] = 𝑃𝐿(𝑑0 ) + 10𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
Where:

𝑑
) + 𝑋𝜎
𝑑0

PL(d0 ): the path loss at a certain distance
n: Path loss exponent
Xσ : N(0, σ) Gaussian distributed random variable
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(16)

The LNS has different path loss components for the different environment as seen in
Table 1. The SPPL for LNS also uses the vegetation index in the calculation as
explained in [16] [26].
Table 1 Predefined Path loss exponent (n) for different environments

Environment

Path loss Exponent (n)
2
3-5
1.6-1.8

Free space
Urban area (Shadowed)
Inside building-(LOS)
2.1.7.3 Cost231 Hata model

Cost 231 Hata model is a wide frequency range (1500-2000) path loss model that
is primarily meant for urban and suburban areas. It is also accepted as an extension
of the Okumura-Hata model. The mathematical expression of this model is seen in
Equation 17 [27].

Where:

PL = 46.3 + 33.9log(f) − 13.82 log(ℎ𝐵 ) − a(ℎ𝑅 , f)
+ [44.9 − 6.55 log(ℎ𝐵 )] log(d) + C
a(ℎ𝑅 , f) = (1.1 log(𝑓) − 0.7)ℎ𝑅 − (1.56 log(𝑓) − 0.8)
C={

0 dB for Suburban areas
3dB for metropolitan areas
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(17)

2.2 Related Works
Deployment and modeling are one of the essential problems in WCS [28]. A proper
WCS deployment model such as routing and sensor fusion can decrease the
complexity problem drastically. Also, those models will extend the resiliency of the
system and minimize power consumption.
For RF engineers, there are several performance metrics to make WCS deployments
such as received signal level, coverage, and distance. Usually, the deployment
process starts with wireless network simulators which use the performance metrics
to estimate required SPPL. According to the study of Stehlik in [29] and Table 2,
existing frameworks such as ns-2, Mannasim, and MiXiM, use free space and lognormal shadowing as a random deployment model. Stehlik also stats that the path
loss exponent n is determined empirically by field measurement. In other words, they
are unique for their fields and may not be applied to other environments.
Furthermore, Table 2 indicates that log-normal shadowing is the most common
wireless channel models for deployment analysis. The higher usage of that model is
also an indication of commonality of misleading results for the estimation of SPPL
since log-normal shadowing contains Gaussian random variable with zero means.
We will discuss these models in detail in further chapters. As a result of his study,
sophisticated models require more accurate energy models because they are not
linearly applicable in the real world.
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Table 2 Current WCS simulators and used wireless channel models [29]

Likewise, the research that Rath made in [30] conducts an experimental measurement
in Indian terrain to compare the empirical models with real values. The Rath
performs a driving test in the urban area and takes RSL measurement. As seen in
Figure 31.
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Figure 31 Drive test measurement model

As an empirical mode, he uses Hata-model and Walfisch-Ikegami model (Cost-WI)
for the measurement shown in the route in Figure 32.

Figure 32 Measurements Route
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However, the study shows that theoretical results are substantially different from the
observed values. If we analyze his study in Figure 33, we will realize that he did not
consider the terrain model as a factor but the separation of buildings. Not only is the
terrain taken into account also the study is not validated by taking drive test
measurement for every street. That will also cause extra time and cost addition to the
deployment process.

Figure 33 Path loss with respect to building separation
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In path loss analysis, image processing is also another critical factor. In his study [3],
Fernandes seeks for the impact of buildings and multipath propagation on path loss
by computing the occupied area by roofs. Firstly, he determines the routes where he
is going to take measurements as seen in Figure 34.

Figure 34 Planned route

The occupied areas are determined by implementing image classification on the
satellite image that is obtained from google map. The yellow area in Figure 35
represents the segmented area. According to the study, he makes an estimation by
calculating the percentage of the occupied area by roofs. He also makes a comparison
between experimental measurements in terrain and proposes empirical models such
as Walfisch-Ikegami model (Cost-WI). Furthermore, the research also does not
consider the elevation and structure of the surface area.
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Figure 35 Classified area by image segmentation

The research shows that estimated values are considerably different from observed
values. From Figure 36, we can observe that there approximately 12 dB difference
between obtained values and predicted values.

Figure 36 Comparison of Measurement and Predicted values for different models
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In his model, Udora is seeking the effect of a single tree to the propagation model.
According to his model, he includes the geometry, compactness, and type of the tree.
This model is represented in Figure 37 [31].

Figure 37 Geometrical illustration of a tree

He states that the transmitted signal power (Pi) is propagated as a spherical wave
through trees and reach the receiver (Pr). During the transmission, the signal
attenuates due to scattering (Ps) and absorption (Pa). Therefore, to obtain a proper
and accurate SPPL model first, the tree should be geometrically modeled. Since the
tree canopies are covered with leaves and branches, their roles will be modeled as
disks and circular cylinders respectively [31]. Therefore, the tree canopy path loss
can be represented as equation 15.
𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑎
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(15)

In this model, the complexity of the system is reduced by the following assumptions.


The trunk losses due to diffractions are neglected



All leaves are identical



Scattering occurs only one time



Identical branch thickness.

As a result, he obtains PLtree by using Equation 18 [31]:
𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

𝑃𝑡
4𝜋𝑟 2 (𝜎𝑡 )
= 10 log ( ) = 10 log ( 2
𝑒 )
𝑃𝑟
𝜆 𝐺𝑡 𝐺𝑟

Where:
(𝜎 𝑡 = 𝑛𝑙 ((𝜎𝑠𝑙 ) + ( 𝜎𝑎𝑙 )) +

∑

𝑛𝑏 ((𝜎𝑠𝑏 ) + ( 𝜎𝑎𝑏 ))

𝑏=𝑏1…..𝑏𝑁𝑏

Where:
𝜆: c/f (Wave length)
f: Frequency of transmission (MHz)
c: Speed of light (3x108 m/s)
𝑁𝑏 : Number of branches of different size categories
𝑛𝑙 : Number of leaves of tree canopy
𝑛𝑏 : Number of branches of tree canopy
𝜎 𝑡 : Cross-section of single branch and leave
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(18)

In summary, the studies in [9, 10, and 11] propose frameworks to tackle the
deployment problems, but the frameworks which they use such as free space, lognormal shadowing, and Cost-WI are not suitable for WCS deployment. Also, the
study in [31], do not cover the entire tree canopies in the line of sight direction.
Moreover, the proposed empirical models have not been obtained more practically
and not validated for WCS deployment, which means that they are not validated for
every single coordinate within the desired area. The proposed empirical models also
have not been implemented or used in the WSN deployment framework design. As
a significant factor, the terrain nature and its effect on radio signal propagation are
not considered in the framework implementation. Hence, the goal of stochastic
deployment is not met - sensing and connectivity coverage may not be optimal which
will make the existing frameworks to be less accurate. In this paper, we will consider
the terrain model and the impact of the complex structure of the vegetation to
calculate the required RSL.
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CHAPTER 3
RELEVANT STATISTICAL TOOLS AND
METHOD
In this chapter, we will evaluate the statistical tools which will be required for the
estimation of our model. The implementation of the hypothesis testing to the
proposed mode will also be discussed.

3.1 Measures of Central tendencies
Statistical analysis includes many measures which comprise the central tendency.
The sample mean is one of the most fundamental measures of statistical analysis
[32]:

3.1.1 Sample Mean (Average)
The sample mean is defined as the subset of the provided data set. The sample mean
can be found by the summing of all the elements of a particular data set divided and
then dividing the result to the number of observations (n). In other words, the sample
mean is the average of n elements from the given data set as seen in the following
Equation [33] ;
n

x1 +x2…… +xn
xn
̅
X=
= ∑( )
n
n
k=1
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(19)



n = The number of observation



xi = the value of observation



̅
X = Sample mean average

The most important constraint of the sample means is the fact that the number of
observations should be finite. We should also point out that in the statistical analysis
the mean of the observations approaches to a normal distribution when the data has
a sufficient number of data points [32] as seen in Equation 20 and 21.
̅} = μ x
E{X
σ2x
̅
var{X} =
n

μx : True means

(20)

σ2x : Variance of X

(21)

3.2 Normal Distribution (Gaussian)
In statistic, the normal distribution is one of the most commonly used probability
distribution. It produces random variables independently which creates a bell-shaped
curve as seen in Figure 38 [34].

Figure 38 Example of normal distribution (PDF)
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As it is seen from the graph, the distribution of PDF depends on the mean (µ) and
the standard deviation (σ). Normal distribution generates data concerning Gaussian
distribution and can be calculated as follow.
1

2

f(x|μ, σ ) =

√2πσ2

e

−

(x−µ)2
2σ2

(22)

Where:
𝜎 2 : Variance
μ: Mean

3.3 Confidence Interval (CI)
The confidence interval represents a range which shows the reliability of estimation
of the population. Data validation has vital importance regarding the accuracy of
parameters. The tolerance 100(1-α) % represents the size of the interval where
indicates the mean error [32]. Therefore, the confidence interval guarantees that
values will fall into the desired level as seen in Equation 23 and 24.
CI100(1−α) = ̅
X±E

(23)

Where:
E = zα/2 ×
n = number of observations

σ
√n

σ = standart deviation of X
zα/2 The = Corresponding standard value of CI
E = Error
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(24)

We can also see the illustration of Confidence Interval in normal distribution as seen
in Figure 39.

Figure 39 Confidence Interval for Normal distribution

Table 3 Commonly used Confidence Interval Levels for 𝒁𝜶/𝟐

100(1-α)
𝑍𝛼/2

90%
1.645

95%
1.960

99%
2.576

99.9%
3.291

In statistic, it is essential to use the standard deviation of the sample mean as the
standard deviation of total observation. This usage is crucial for RF network analysis
because it is highly complex to combine all observations within a particular area. RF
engineers usually measure the data points within the limited area and extrapolate it
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for the coverage analysis. The standard deviation of the sample population is
explained in Equation 25 and 26 [33].
2
1
[∑(𝑥𝑛 − 𝑋̅) ]
𝑛−1
𝑠
𝐸 = 𝑍𝛼/2 ×
√𝑛

(25)

𝑠=√

(26)

Where


n = total number of observations



s = Standard deviation of sample data



E = Error

3.4 Calculation of required Number of points
Both standard deviation and confidence interval (CI) are directly related to the
number of data points as is shown in Equation 27. Therefore, the number of data
points for the confidence interval of the predefined area needs to be estimated.

3.5 Number of Points for estimation of the Mean
If we know the Confidence interval 100(1- 𝛼) , the required number of observations
can be calculated as follow [32].
𝐶𝐼100(1−𝛼) = [𝑋̅ − 𝐸, 𝑋̅ + 𝐸] = [𝑋̅ − 𝑍𝛼⁄2 ×
Where:
w = 2E = 2 × Zα/2
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𝑠
√𝑛

, 𝑋̅ + 𝑍𝛼⁄2 ×

𝑠
√𝑛

]

(27)

(28)

Also, the minimum number of observations can be defined as follow;
2

2zα × s
n≥(

2

w

)

(29)

3.6 Standard Deviation and Variance
In statistical analysis, many beneficial elements can characterize the data dispersion.
In general, variance and standard deviation will be two crucial factors for statistical
analysis. They can also be determined from sample data as follow [33].
Variance

Standard Deviation

1

̅)2
s 2 = n−1 ∑(xn − X
S = √variance = √s 2

(30)

(31)

3.7 Descriptive Charts
Visualization is another crucial element to understand what model can be fit
to the data correctly. In RF, histograms and cumulative distribution function are two
crucial graphical tools.
3.7.1 Histogram
The histogram is defined as a diagram that divides the observations into small
containers containing the frequency of occurrence. The number of containers is
demonstrated by Sturges' rule in Equation 32 [32].
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N = int(1 + log 2 (η))

(32)

Where:


int: the integer part of the expression



N: is the number of Classes (integer)



η: number of observations
Mean= 1 STD = 9 Count=1162
300
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Figure 40 Sample Histogram Representation

The creation of histogram gives the idea of how the data is distributed. In Figure 40,
it is evident that observations are close to Gaussian Normal Distribution. Therefore,
it is vital to use the histogram in the process of creating a model.
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3.7.2 Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
In statistic, CDF is a simple way to explain Most of the statistical analysis parameters
such as maximum, minimum, or median. If we have a random variable X, then the
corresponding CDF can be represented [32];
CDF(x) = Pr{X < x}
Where:
𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
Pr{X < x} ≈

(33)

Number of observations smaller than x
Total number of observation

The properties of the CDF function:


CDF is a non-decreasing function



CDF(+∞) = 1

CDF(−∞) = 0

1
0.9

Y1 data
fit 1

Cumulative probability

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

-100

-95

-90

-85

-80
Data

-75

-70

-65

Figure 41 Sample Histogram Representation
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(34)

3.8 Z- Test
Z test is a normalized or standardized version of raw data. It can be
determined by subtracting the mean from the raw data and divide the result to the
standard deviation. Z test is valid for a sample data which has at least 30 observations.
Moreover, if the number of observation is more than 30, then it will approach T-test.
Therefore, Z-test can also be applied to a large data set. Z- Statistic is calculated as:

z=


μX̅ = Mean of observations



z = Z score



̅ = Sample mean
X



σX̅ = standar deviation

̅ − μX̅
X
σX̅

(35)

Figure 42 Illustration of z calculation

Once the data is normalized wit z-statistic, it can show how many standard deviations
the data is above the mean. Another fact, the central limit theorem states that the
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standard deviation of the sample means can be utilized as a standard deviation of
whole observations as indicated in Equation 36 [33].
z=

̅ − μX̅
X
σ
√n

(36)

Moreover, if n (sample size) is higher than 30, the standard deviation of the sample
will be used for the estimation of the standard deviation of whole observations.
z≈

̅
X − μX̅
s
√n

(37)

3.10 Machine Learning and Artificial Neural Network
(ANN)
Machine learning is a way of data analysis which conceptualizes the systematic
model of a complex structure and then provides a method to automate the system. It
accomplishes this by permitting the system to learn from the feature of the data,
classify patterns and make conclusions.
Artificial Neural Networks are one of the methods of machine learning that mimics
the human brain. ANN consists of three layers as input, hidden and output layers.
Every layer also contains units that transfer the information to the next layer. For the
input layer, the data set is multiplied by arbitrarily initialized weights ( 𝜃 ) and
transferred to the hidden layer. The prediction process are made by means of hidden
layers since the hidden units contains a non-linear sigmoid function also called
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activation function. Activation functions are used to sum all the organized data, add
a bias unit (+1) to the sum of organized data, and predicts the outcome that is either
one or zero via a nonlinear sigmoid function. In literature, the sigmoid function may
vary depending on their range and as seen in Table 4.

Table 4 Table of Activation Function
Activation
Equation

Example

Function
Unit Step
Sign
( Signum )

Piece-wise

0, 𝑧 < 0,
𝑓(𝑧) = {0.5, 𝑧 = 0,
1, 𝑧 > 0,

Perceptron variant

−1, 𝑧 < 0,
𝑓(𝑧) = { 0 𝑧 = 0,
1, 𝑧 > 0,

Perceptron variant

1
𝑧< ,
2

1,

linear

1
1
1
𝑓(𝑧) = 𝑧 + , − < 𝑧 < + ,
2
2
2
1
1,
𝑧≤− ,
{
2

Linear

𝑓(𝑧) = 𝑧

Support, Vector
Machine

Adaline, Linear
regression

Logistic
(Sigmoid)

𝑓(𝑧) =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑧

𝑓(𝑧) =

𝑒 𝑧 − 𝑒 −𝑧
𝑒 𝑧 + 𝑒 −𝑧

Hyperbolic
tangent

Logistic regression,
Multi-Layer NN
Multi-Layer NN
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Graph

Usually, a threshold used to predict the outcomes. Finally, the output layer transmits
the decision to the next layer. An illustration of an ANN is demonstrated in Figure
42.

Figure 43 An example of artificial neural network

Once the cost is calculated by determining the error between prediction and the actual
values, then this information back-propagates and adjusts the weights of connections
between neurons by using the gradient descent algorithm. In this way, we follow the
direction of the descent towards the global minimum of the cost value. This process
is repeated until the gradient descent converges. In our research, we use the ANN
with multiple hidden layers to predict the SPPL of tree canopies.
3.10.1 Forward Propagation
A feedforward propagation is inspired by biological neurons. The information is
transfer through processing units in organized layers. The units are connected to
previous layers with different coefficients called weights (𝜃). These weights have a
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crucial role in the earning process [35]. When data enters an ANN and is transferred
to all layers and end up at the output without any feedback, it can be used as a
classifier. Therefore, it is called as forward propagation in ANN. Feedforward
propagation and its calculation are represented in Figure 43 and Equation 38-40
respectively.

Figure 44 Illustration of Forward propagation

Input layer

𝛼 (1) = 𝑥 = 𝑧 (1)

(38)

Hidden layer

𝑧 (2) = 𝜃 (1) 𝛼 (1)

(39)

𝛼

(2)

= 𝑔(𝑧

(2)

)

𝑧 (3) = 𝜃 (2) 𝛼 (2)

Output layer
𝛼

(3)
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= 𝑔(𝑧

(3)

)=𝑌

(40)

3.10.1.1 Random Initialization
It is also essential to randomly initialize the weights (𝜃) for symmetry breaking. The
random values should be in the range of [−∈𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 , ∈𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 ] in order to keep the
parameters small and make more efficient learning. Thus, the required should be
∈𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 determined as in Equation 41 [36].
∈𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 =

√6
√𝐿𝑖𝑛 + 𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡

(41)

Where:
𝐿𝑖𝑛 and 𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡 : Number of units in adjacent layers

3.10.1.2 Cost Function J (𝜽)
In ANN cost functions J (𝜃) are employed to predict how well the model performs.
In other words, cost functions can be used as an interpretation tool in terms of error
between actual values and predictions. The error between actually values and
predictions is an indication of better estimations. ANN uses iterative estimation and
compare it with real values to find “the ground truth” which is the known y [36].
Therefore, we need to weights (𝜃) which will minimize the cost function J (𝜃). The
cost function J (𝜃) can be defined with respect to its model. In our case, we will use
the logistic regression cost function J (𝜃) as seen in Equation 42.
𝑚

𝐾

1
𝐽(𝜃) = ∑ ∑ −𝑦𝑘𝑖 log(ℎ(𝑥 𝑖 )𝑘 )(1 − 𝑦𝑘𝑖 )log(1 − ℎ(𝑥)𝑖𝑘 )
𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑘=1
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(42)

In order to avoid the overfitting in our prediction, we need to use regularization
parameter λ. Then our equation will take the following form.
𝑚

𝐾

1
𝐽(𝜃) = ∑ ∑ [−𝑦𝑘𝑖 log (ℎ(𝑥 𝑖 )𝑘 ) (1 − 𝑦𝑘𝑖 ) log(1 − ℎ(𝑥)𝑖𝑘 )]
𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑘=1

𝐽 𝑘−1

𝐾

𝑁

λ
+
[∑ ∑(𝜃 (1)𝑗,𝑘 )2 + ∑ ∑(𝜃 (1)𝑗,𝑘 )2 ]
2𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑘=1

(43)

𝑗=1 𝑘=1

𝑦(𝑥 𝑖 )𝑘 : The last activation function
K and m: The number possible outcomes and number of labels respectively
Y: The observed result
𝜃 : The weights
λ: Regularization parameter.
3.10.2 Backward Propagation
The back-propagation algorithm helps us to compute the gradients 𝑔′(𝑧)𝑙 for our
ANN. Gradients are crucial in terms of calculating the errors 𝛿𝑗 in hidden layers.
Subscript j indicates the number of iterations. Once the gradients are determined, we
will be able to train the ANN for the optimization of the cost function. The sigmoid
gradient is determined as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑧) = 𝑔(𝑧) =
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1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑧

(44)

𝑔′ (𝑧) =

𝑑
𝑔(𝑧) = 𝑔(𝑧)(1 − 𝑔(𝑧))
𝑑𝑧

(45)

In our model, the errors (𝛿) are responsible for deviation in the output. The errors
are computed for every layer as explained in Equations 46-48.
𝛿𝑗 (3) = 𝛼 (3) − 𝑦𝑖 → 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟

(46)

𝛿𝑗 (2) = (𝜃 2 )𝑇 𝛿𝑗 (3) × 𝑔′(𝑧 2 ) → 𝐻𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟

(47)

∆𝑙 = ∆𝑙 + 𝛿 (𝑙+1) (𝛼 𝑙 )𝑇 → 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

(48)

It should be pointed out that the obtained ∆𝑙 is an un-regularized gradient of the ANN
cost function which needs to be divided by m (total number of samples). Since it is
un-regularized, the regularization parameter (𝜃 (𝑙) 𝑖,𝑗 ⁄𝑚) should be also added to the
gradient during the learning process. The 𝜃 values are the values that minimize the
cost (J (𝜃)) by using the gradient descent algorithm and will be calculated with an
iterative process.

Figure 45 Iterative illustration of Backpropagation
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CHAPTER 4
PROPOSED SIGNAL PATH LOSS MODEL
For WCS, antennas are crucial to transfer information from transmitter to receiver.
During transmission, characteristics of the medium become essential since the signal
quality is affected by the obstacles in the line of sight direction. Every time signals
reflect from a barrier within the medium, some of their energy is transferred to the
barrier [37]. There are several reasons such as distance, frequency, antenna direction,
diffractions and scattering which cause signal power attenuation. Therefore, link
budget analysis becomes significant during the deployment process of WCS. Usually,
link budget analysis and signal power estimation are performed with different SPPL
models such as Log-normal, cost231 Hata Okumura, or FSPL to obtain a reliable and
efficient WCS. However, those models usually do not apply to every environment
since every environment has a unique surface. Thus, we will need to have
information about the deployment environment. This information can be obtained by
using LiDAR and image color classification

4.1 Proposed Image Classification and Tree extraction
using LiDAR
The state of arts gathers the information using LiDAR technology which mounted
on an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). This equipment is called airborne LiDAR.
This innovation, geo-reference every data by using GPS and exterior orientation
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parameters (X, Y, Z, and attitude ω, ϕ, κ) to create a 3D image of the environment
[3]. In this dissertation, we will use the data which is obtained from an airborne
LiDAR and 2D satellite image. The tree will be classified by dividing the 2D satellite
image into two sections as vegetation (Generally trees) and other objects (Generally
buildings) by using image color classification as seen in proposed tree extraction
architecture.

Figure 46 Proposed tree extraction architecture

This is because of the complexity of the building and trees being profoundly different
from each other which means their SPPLs will also be profoundly different. Then
this 2D classified image will be used as a filter to classify trees in a 3D environment.
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4.2 Proposed Tree canopy Path Loss Scenario
As explained in previous chapters, the SPPL is the attenuation of the signal power
level of the transmitter as it travels through a medium. If the signals encounter an
object in the medium, it will transfer its power to the objects via multi-path
reflections. In the case of smart WCS deployment, forested areas that contain trees
bushes are significant since they cause attenuation due to scattering and absorption
throughout propagation. In other words, they are more complex relative to other
objects. To create a smart propagation model, the effect of vegetation should be
adequately defined in the line-of-sight direction (LOS). The signal will be attenuated
by transmission through vegetation due to the reflections and absorptions taking
place above the user equipment in the LOS. In communication, therefore, trees can
be considered as obstacles within the environment. This scenario is modeled as seen
in Figure 47.

Figure 47 Scattering and absorption of tree canopy SPPL in LOS
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In this model, trees cause a signal loss due to scattering and absorption, 𝑃𝑎 and
𝑃𝑏 stand for power loss due to absorption and scattering respectively. Therefore,
received power is calculated as in Equation 49.

𝑃𝑅 = 𝑃𝑇 − 𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑎

(49)

Moreover, we can also calculate corresponding SPPL by considering the 𝑃𝑎 and 𝑃𝑏
as a tree loss factor 𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 .

𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿 + 𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

(50)

There are many approaches in terms of calculating tree related SPPLs. However,
most of them cannot accurately estimate the SPPL due to the complex structure of
the environment as mentioned in the previous sections. In this research, we
implement an ANN algorithm to determine the required tree canopy path loss and
add its effect to the FSPL. Since the absorption and scattering are highly correlated
with height and width of the tree canopy, our algorithm will utilize these features and
predict the corresponding SPPLs.

4.3 Experiment and Model Presentation of Tree Canopy
Path loss Model
In this experiment, the required training data which contains the features as the height,
width, and corresponding SPPL is collected using 40m Mini Handheld Digital Laser
Distance Meter, LG G5 cell phone. LG G5 has the specification in Table 5.
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Table 5 LG G5 Phone Specifications

RF Specifications

LG G5

Network Connectivity

Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band,
Wi-Fi \\ Direct, DLNA, hotspot
GSM,CDMA,HSPA, and LTE
700-2600 MHz

Technology
4G Frequency Range

RSL measurements are taken utilizing a particular network activity tracker
application called Network Cell Info (by Wilysis) as seen in Figure 48.

Figure 48 Network cell info by Wilysis
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After the installation of the application, the LG G5 is placed in the LOS direction of
the transmitter as explained previously. The measurements are taken before and after
the tree canopy to calculate the difference between RSL measurements. This
difference corresponds to the required SPPL of that tree canopy. The same process
is repeated in different locations for different size of tree canopies. After the data is
collected, feature normalization is also applied to the raw data. This is necessary
since the scaling will make gradient descent converge faster. The process is to
subtract the mean value of each feature from every element of the corresponding
feature and scale the feature by its standard deviation. The normalized data is used
as input in our proposed model as seen in Figure 49.

Figure 49 Proposed ANN for PLtree
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In the proposed model, the normalized input values are represented as 𝑥 1 (ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)
and 𝑥 2 (𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ). When the data in the neural network moves through the network, it
is multiplied by randomly initialized weights(𝜃 𝑙 ) where superscript ‘l’ represents the
number of the corresponding layers. Bias units (+1) are also added to the data
whenever it passes through a layer. It is important to use the bias units since they
have outgoing connections that contribute to the result of ANN by shifting activation
function [38].The input values ( 𝑥 1 , 𝑥 2 , and +1) are considered as input layers
having m=200 samples. The second layer of the ANN contains a hidden layer which
contains 30 hidden units. Every hidden unit possesses an activation function (𝛼 2 )
which processes the product of the previous activation function and the weights
as (𝑧 2 ). The third layer is called the output layer which contains the final activation
function (𝛼 3 ). The output consists of 3 elements since the real measurements only
contain 1 dB, 2 dB, and 3 dB path losses. In other words, every tree canopy will be
assigned one of these 3 values with respect to their height and width. As a result, the
proposed ANN structure is formed as an input layer which has the final form of width
and height of the data (size of 2 × 200), two hidden layers (size of 200 × 30) and
one output layer (size of 30 × 3).

4.4 Forward Propagation and Cost Function
PLtree is calculated by using activation functions. The first activation function only
contains the data itself. However, second and third activation functions contain a
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non-linear function also called the sigmoid function (e.g., logistic regression). This
is due to the fact that non-linear functions are computationally easy to perform in
terms of derivatives. In order to predict the PLtree, logistic regression cost function
aided with the regularization parameter will be used as seen in Equation 51 [39].
𝑚=200 𝐾=3

1
𝐽(𝜃) =
∑ ∑ [−𝑦𝑘𝑖 log (𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑥 𝑖 )𝑘 ) (1
𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑘=1
− 𝑦𝑘𝑖 ) log(1 −
𝐽
2

+

𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑥)𝑖𝑘 )]
3

(51)
30

λ
[∑ ∑(𝜃 (1)𝑗,𝑘 )2 + ∑ ∑(𝜃 (1)𝑗,𝑘 )2 ]
2𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑘=1

𝑗=1 𝑘=1

Where:

𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑥)𝑖𝑘 : The last activation function
K and m are the numbers of possible outcomes and number of labels respectively
y: the observed result
𝜃 : The weights
λ: Regularization parameter.
λ is used as regularization to avoid overfitting [39]. We computed the cost function
for every iteration to determine the error of every step and pick the optimum result.
Each result has an associated prediction which has the most significant output value
for labeling purposes. It is also essential to randomly initialize the 𝜃 for symmetry
breaking. The random values should be in the range of [−∈𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 , ∈𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 ] in order to
keep the parameters small and make more efficient learning.
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4.5 Back Propagation
The back-propagation algorithm helps us to compute the gradients (𝑔′ (𝑧)𝑙 ) for our
ANN. Gradients are crucial in terms of calculating the errors (𝛿𝑗 ) in hidden layers.
Subscript ‘j’ indicates the number of iterations. Once the gradients are determined,
we will be able to train the ANN for the optimization of the cost function. In our
model, the errors 𝛿 are responsible for deviation in the output. It should be pointed
out that the obtained ∆𝑙 is an unregularized gradient of the ANN cost function which
needs to be divided by m (total number of samples). Since it is un-regularized, the
(𝑙)

regularization parameter (𝜃𝑖,𝑗 ⁄𝑚) should be also added to the gradient during the
learning process. The 𝜃 values are the values that minimize the cost (J (𝜃)) by using
the gradient descent algorithm. In order to check whether the ANN model
implementation works properly or not, we need to perform gradient checking method
and find relative differences between numerical and analytical gradients. If the
obtained results has a relative difference less than 10-9 then implementation will be
considered as a correct implementation. Otherwise, it will be considered as incorrect
implementation. The relative differences is calculated for normal ANN model. Later,
the regularization parameter is added to system and gradient checking is recalculated.
Table 6 represents the backpropagation gradient checking result for both regularized
and un-regularized form. By this way, we will have an opportunity to see the effect
of the regularization parameter on the gradients.
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Table 6 Gradient Checking Table

Checking Backpropagation
-0.0093
0.0089
-0.0084
0.0076
-0.0067
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0002
0.0002
-0.0003
0.0003
-0.0004
-0.0001
0.0001
-0.0001
0.0002
-0.0002
0.3145
0.1111
0.0974
0.1641
0.0576
0.0505
0.1646
0.0578
0.0508
0.1583
0.0559
0.0492
0.1511
0.0537
0.0471
0.1496
0.0532
0.0466

Checking
Backpropagation(w/Regularization)

-0.0093
0.0089
-0.0084
0.0076
-0.0067
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
0.0000
-0.0000
-0.0002
0.0002
-0.0003
0.0003
-0.0004
-0.0001
0.0001
-0.0001
0.0002
-0.0002
0.3145
0.1111
0.0974
0.1641
0.0576
0.0505
0.1646
0.0578
0.0508
0.1583
0.0559
0.0492
0.1511
0.0537
0.0471
0.1496
0.0532
0.0466

-0.0093
0.0089
-0.0084
0.0076
-0.0067
-0.0056
0.0132
0.0198
0.0083
-0.0109
-0.0202
-0.0105
0.0081
0.0201
0.0126
-0.0059
-0.0191
-0.0152
0.0032
0.0181
0.3145
0.1111
0.0974
0.1490
0.0384
0.0449
0.1777
0.0776
0.0590
0.1475
0.0359
0.0384
0.1595
0.0735
0.0602
0.1438
0.0339
0.0315

Relative Difference: 2.24533e-11

-0.0093
0.0089
-0.0084
0.0076
-0.0067
-0.0056
0.0132
0.0198
0.0083
-0.0109
-0.0202
-0.0105
0.0081
0.0201
0.0126
-0.0059
-0.0191
-0.0152
0.0032
0.0181
0.3145
0.1111
0.0974
0.1490
0.0384
0.0449
0.1777
0.0776
0.0590
0.1475
0.0359
0.0384
0.1595
0.0735
0.0602
0.1438
0.0339
0.0315

Relative Difference: 2.26466e-11
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The relative differences for standard gradient implementation are determined as
2.24533e-11 which fulfill the requirement of relative difference <10e-9. We can also
see the result for the regularized version is obtained as 2.26466e-11 which is also
fulfill the requirements. The differences between regularized and un-regularized
version relatively very small. Therefore, it may be ignored. As results of gradient
checking, we can conclude that the implementation of the backpropagation is correct.
During the process, 100 iterations are performed to simultaneously update the 𝜃 for
all j's. In this model, PLtree represents the estimated tree path loss model obtained by
ANN as seen in Figure 50.

Figure 50 Proposed ANN with cycle representation

After the training the data with 100 iterations, we reduced the cost from 2.052 to
0.636. The training set achieved 94.5% accuracy. The training can be found in the
appendix. Actual values ('o') versus ANN predicted values ('×') of the training set
are demonstrated in Figure 51.
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Figure 51 The performance of proposed ANN

Since the desired accuracy is obtained by our ANN algorithm, we can implement our
algorithm to the detected trees in the LOS direction. The tree canopies are detected
via the local maximum method (LMM) and median filter.

4.6 Implementation of Local Maximum Method For
detection of tree canopies Propagation
To obtain the required parameter, local maxima in 3D point cloud need to be
determined with some limitations. This will maximize the accuracy of the model by
avoiding many local maxima. Thus, the following assumptions are applied:


The 3x3 median filter should be used.



Obstacles are limited to 5 meters height



Obstacles are limited to 4 meters width
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Closest five local maximums are skipped

After the implementation of these assumptions, the local maxima can be
determined as in equation 15 [24].
𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) > 𝑓(𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛𝑛 )

(52)

Where:
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) : A pixel of an image
𝑓(𝑥𝑛𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛𝑛 ): The neighborhood pixels of the 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)

After training the ANN, we obtained the following formula for LOS direction:
𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
LOS(SPPL𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 [dB]) = FSPL[dB] + ∑ (𝑃𝐿
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑗 (ℎ𝑗 , 𝑤𝑗 ))

(53)

𝑗=0

Where:
𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑗 : Estimated tree path loss when encountered.
𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿: Free space path loss
ℎ𝑗 : Corresponding height of the detected tree canopy
𝑤𝑗 : Corresponding width of the detected tree canopy
The following pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 summarizes the implementation of
tree canopy SPPL model in the LOS direction.
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Algorithm 1 Calculate LOS (𝑺𝑷𝑷𝑳𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒆)
Require: Training: 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐿 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒
for j= 100 do
Training 𝑃𝐿 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒
If Accuracy < 95% then
Retrain
else
Save(𝜃 1 &𝜃 2)
End if
end for
Require: Tree canopy Classification
-> Import (Satellite Image(SI) & Point Cloud(PC))
->SI(RGB)->SI(Lab)-> Channels (L,a,b)
-> Channels (L,a,b)-> Desired Color Region(DCR)
->Calculate Euclidean Distance( √𝑆𝐼 2 − 𝐷𝐶𝑅2 )
if Error < 95% then
Extract Color -> Fuse (3D PC & SI)
LMM(𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟3×3 (Fused 3D Image)) -> LOS(𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 )
end if
Require: 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐿 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 Estimation
Constant=0;
for i=1 : length (distance) do
𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 =Find(LOS(𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 )<d(i))
if 𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 ==constant +1 then
PLTree (𝑖)=predict(𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 , 𝜃 1, 𝜃 2 )+ PLTree
end if
𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐿 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒 (𝑖) = 𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒄𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒆(𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿(𝑖)) + PLTree
Constant=𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑒
end for

4.7 Validation of the proposed model
In order to measure the prediction accuracy of proposed and conventional models,
we employed statistical methods called mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). By
using MAPE, the differences between the actual values and models are determined,
and the differences are divided into the actual values. The absolute values of the
results are summed and divided by the number of samples n. The final form of the
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result is represented in percentage by multiplying the results with hundred. Equation
54 represents the MAPE [40].
𝑛

100%
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠 − 𝑃𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
LOS(𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸[%]) =
∑
𝑛
𝑃𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑖=1

The final architecture of the proposed model is demonstrated in Figure 52.

Figure 52 Final Architecture of Proposed Model
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(54)

CHAPTER 5
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this chapter, experimental and theoretical results will be compared in detail.
Experimental results will be obtained by drive tests which are a process of collecting
the data from the predefined route for characterization of communication systems.
Thus, testing and validation will be carried out by real-time outdoor experiment.

5.1 Equipment Setup and Methodology for Real-Time
Measurements
The experimental setup is configured for the RSL measurement using LG G5 phone
and iPhone 6. For this objective, the phones were placed onto phone holders as seen
in Figure 53.

Figure 53 Measurement tools set up
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The required software called network cell info lite is installed into LG G5 phone as
seen in Figure 54.

Figure 54

Network cell info lite

By using the software, we will be able to measure the RSL and the transmitter
location. The iPhone 6 plus is set to use the personal hotspot. Since the LG G5 uses
fixed values that are defined by RF engineers, we should not worry about the case of
a list of active channels concerning their C/I ratio. The experimental area was
selected within the neighborhood of the Florida Institute of Technology. Melbourne
area is a suburban area, its terrain is relatively flat and covered with vegetables. In
order to get desired results, the data is collected in a systematic way that will provide
optimum results. Since the measurements do not cover the whole LOS direction
equally, we will use interpolation as a pre-processing technique which will fill the
locations where has no measurements.
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The measurements were taken in the neighborhood of Florida Institute of technology
by going through in the LOS direction which contains trees in between transmitter
and receiver as seen in Figure 55.

Figure 55 Taken measurement in the neighborhood of Florida Institute of
Technology

The red line in the map represents the line of sight direction of the propagation. The
measurement is taken systematically.


The transmitter (TX) is fixed on University Boulevard.



The receiver (RX) is moved anytime a tree canopy appeared.



The height of the TX and RX are set to 2 meters and 1.65 meters respectively.

5.2 Simulation and Theoretical Results
In this section, the implementation of tree extraction and corresponding smart path
loss analysis will be evaluated. MATLAB is selected for simulation purposes.
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Florida Institute of Technology is employed to create a simulation environment using
LiDAR point cloud as seen in Figure 56. The environment is intentionally chosen as
a highly forested area in order to see the effect of tree canopies over signal power
path loss. The environment is also covered by bushes which will be removed from
the environment by using elevation filtering. In other words, there will be a height
limitation (2 Meters) after the removal of buildings from the environment. Thus, the
simulation environment will only have obstructions that are higher than 2 meters.

Figure 56 LiDAR point Cloud.

We should also point out that this data does not contain any color. Since it does not
contain any color, we will use 2D/3D image fusion aided with geo-referencing to
assign a color for every data point in the cloud.
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5.2.1 Geo-referencing Process
Before the geo-referencing process, the natural neighbor interpolation (NNI) is
implemented to the point cloud to fill gaps that is occurred throughout the collection
of the data. After the implementation of NNI, every data point in LiDAR point cloud
is geo-referenced between longitude interval (-80.628396, -80.626119) and latitude
interval (28.063927, 28.065747). Furthermore, the required 2D satellite image of
Florida Institute of Technology area is imported from google map and georeferenced for 2D/3D image Fusion as seen in Figure 57.

Figure 57 Geo-referenced Satellite image
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The critical point is that the 2D satellite image may not have the same size as the 3D
LiDAR point cloud. In that case, we will need to filter out the area that falls outer of
the geo-referenced point cloud. This process is done by using MATLAB crop image
function. The required maximum and minimum coordinates are applied to the image
in x and y-direction to obtain the ideal size of the point cloud. A top view of the point
cloud is demonstrated in figure 58. As seen from the image the north road does not
belong to the point cloud. Therefore, the outer area should be removed from the
image.

Figure 58 Top view of Point Cloud
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After filtering out the image, the next step will be fusing the 2D satellite image and
3D LiDAR point cloud. To fulfill this process, the color of every pixel of the 2D
satellite image will be assigned to the corresponding z-direction of the point clouds.
The obtained 3D colorful point cloud is shown in Figure 59.

Figure 59 Fused 3D point cloud

5.2.2 Image color classification and Tree extraction
Extracting tree canopies from the environment is one of the tedious problems when
it comes to a colorful 3D point cloud. To improve the classification accuracy, first,
we will utilize the height restricted LiDAR data. Since we geo-referenced the point
cloud and 2D satellite image, we can use the 3D point cloud whose height is lesser
than 2 meters and use their corresponding coordinates to remove the colors that we
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do not need in the classification process as seen in Figure 60. It is evident from the
result, the ground and anything less than 2m is removed from the 2D satellite image.
This will help the classification accuracy significantly since we reduce the color that
is going to be classified. The second process is to select the desired color that will be
classified by MATLAB drawing function.

Selected Tree
canopy color

Figure 60 Selected tree canopy color

The next process is to use this color and create a filter for that specific color. This is
done by taking the average intensity of the color after converting the image from
RGB to LAB space. Furthermore, the intensities not fallen into average color with
95% tolerance are eliminated. This helped us to create a binary image that will
remove corresponding 3D points in the cloud which corresponds to tree canopies in
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the survey area as seen in Figure 60. In other words, this will reveal all the points
that belong to tree canopies in the environment.

Figure 61 Obtained binary image

Figure 62 Color Classified Tree canopies
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To reveal the tree canopies, we just multiplied the binary image with the 2D satellite
image and obtained the results in Figure 62.
This 2D color classified image is assigned to the height of the point cloud to obtain
the position and elevation of the tree canopies as seen in Figure 63 and Figure 64.

Figure 63 Filtering Process with 2D classified image.
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Figure 64 Extracted tree canopies

5.2.3 Comparison of models
In this study, four empirical models and measured values are compared using
MATLAB. For the simulation environment, the point cloud that belongs to the
Florida Institute of Technology neighborhood is selected. As explained in section III,
natural neighbor interpolation is applied to the data to fill the gaps between data
points. Furthermore, the required 2D satellite image is imported via Google API.
Both data are geo-referenced as explained in section IV. Also, the 3D colorful image
is classified to extract the green areas from the environment. Later, local maxima are
determined with the provided limitation in section IV. The results are represented in
the form heat map from the top view perspective as seen in Figure 65.
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Figure 65 the detected trees and labeled transmitter and receiver.

The bushes and other objects that are smaller than 2 meters are filtered out from the
environment in order to find a real object which interferes the propagation in the line
of sight direction. Furthermore, the local maximum method is applied to the
environment for detection of tree canopies with the following constraints:


Tree canopies are considered as 2 meters wide and at least 1.65 meters high.



Median filter with 3x3 window size is applied to the point cloud.



The propagation is considered between transmitter and receiver within the
line of sight direction.

The detected trees are indicated with red ‘×’ sign whereas the labeled transmitter and
receiver that belong to our WCS are indicated with yellow + signs. By using LMM
techniques, the heights and widths of five trees are detected as seen in Figure 66.
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Figure 66 Detected tree canopies on line of sight direction

Since the features of the environment are extracted, the proposed ANN algorithm
will be used to estimate the required 𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 for every detected tree canopies in LOS
direction. The detected five tree canopies and their corresponding 𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 s are
illustrated in Table 7. According to Table 7, there is a strong relationship between
tree size and estimated 𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 . As the height and width increase, the corresponding
SPPLs also increase. This is due to the fact that the complex structure of tree canopies
causes more reflection and absorption when the size of the tree increase. The 3D
environment also helps us to take the edge side of the tree canopies into account and
treat them as a normal tree canopy.
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Table 7 Detected Features and obtained results 𝑷𝑳𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒆

Distance(m)

𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

Height(m)

Width(m)

𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 [𝑑𝐵]

17

1

11.4

13.05

3 dB

52

2

10.45

12.15

3 dB

98

3

8.8

3.31

1 dB

144

4

9.2

10.5

3 dB

214

5

9.9

3.15

1 dB

Since the simulation environment is created, we implemented corresponding
empirical models and compared them with our model. Our goal is to maintain
communication by obtaining optimum SPPL. For estimation of SPPL, we determined
the required parameters that are also used for the real-time measurement. The
required parameters are provided in Table 7.
Table 8 Simulation parameters
c=3*10^8
X σ =0.1
ℎ𝐵 = 30
Gr=10

f=2.4 GHZ
do=1
C=5.044
PL(d0) =-0.82*VD + 40.1

𝜎 𝑡 =0.45
Gt=10
Environment =Rural
n=0.1717*VD+2.2043

Since the Florida Institute of Technology is dense with vegetation, we have chosen
rural parameters for the log-normal and Cost 231-Hata models. The same parameters
such as frequency and power gains are also applied to our proposed model. The
obtained results are represented in Table 8.
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Table 9 Comparison of Tree canopy path loss models

Distance(m)

𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

SPPL[dB]

FSPL[dB]

LNPL[dB]

Cost231[dB]

17

1

49.4

46.41

48.14

30.04

52

2

60.93

54.93

58.26

45.05

98

3

67.1

60.1

64.4

54.14

144

4

73.3

63.32

68.22

54.81

214

5

77.7

66.7

72.24

65.72

From Table 5, it is evident that as the distance is increased, LNPL and Cost231
models consume less power than the area required. In other words, predefined
propagation models deviate significantly since they assume that the measurement
area contains features that have the same characteristics such as the structure of
terrain, elevation, and number of obstacles. The performance of the 𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 is also
demonstrated in Figure 67.
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Figure 67 Comparison of 4 Models with respect to distance

The graph shows that all the models have an exponential increase as the distance
increases. However, unlike other empirical models, our model takes into account the
structure of the terrain which has tree canopies in the LOS directions. Thus, whenever
a tree canopy appears, the models create a peak concerning the size of the tree canopy.
In order to see how well our model has performed, we need to compare our RSL
model with real measurement. For real measurement, transmitter and receiver with
the specifications Table 4 are placed in the real environment as explained in Figure
64. The estimated RSLs and measured RSL are demonstrated in Figure 67.
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Figure 68 RSL Comparison of Models and Measured values with respect to distance.

The RSL results show that required power to maintain communication in LOS
direction is indicated with mRSL which is the measured values. The comparison of
RSL values is represented in Table 10.
Table 10 The RSL comparison of empirical models and measured values.
Distance(m)

𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒆 𝑹𝑺𝑳𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒆 [dB]

𝑹𝑺𝑳𝐟𝐬 [dB]

𝑹𝑺𝑳𝐥𝐧 [dB]

𝑹𝑺𝑳𝐂𝐨𝐬𝐭𝟐𝟑𝟏 [dB]

𝒎𝑹𝑺𝑳𝒕𝒓𝒆𝒆

17

1

49.4

46.41

48.14

30.04

49.2

52

2

60.93

54.93

58.26

45.05

62.3

98

3

67.1

60.1

64.4

54.14

-66.5

144

4

73.3

63.32

68.22

54.81

-76.3

214

5

77.7

66.7

72.24

65.72

-80.2
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As seen in Fig. 17 and table 10, the other path loss models do not provide enough
power to maintain communication. Among the four empirical models, the
𝑅𝑆𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 shows the best performance by using MAPE. The performance of the
empirical models are shown in Table 11.
Table 11 The MAPE performance of the models.

MAPE

𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

𝑅𝑆𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒

𝑅𝑆𝐿fs

𝑅𝑆𝐿ln

𝑅𝑆𝐿Cost231

5

4.26

10.16

6.29

16.9

The MAPE results demonstrate that 𝑅𝑆𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 has a maximum error of 4.26% MAPE
has significant improvements over the other empirical models compared in this paper.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

In previous chapters, the need for low-cost broadcasting systems and consistency
over different terrains is evaluated from different aspects. It is also essential to
understand how the propagation of the RF signals gets affected by the dynamic
network environment on network performance upon deployment. This is essential
for small scale, and large scale deployments since the choice of deployment method
will significantly affect the performance of the network. In this dissertation, sensors
fusion, image classification and the machine learning algorithm are used to seek
answers for the following proposed questions:


What is the unknown PL portion that causes negative effects on the network
performance of WCS?



How close is the estimation of signal path loss to the actual values under the
WCS conditions?

In the introduction, we have aimed to clarify how the WCS works and why do we
need better deployment techniques. After the explanation of SPPL, we have provided
how scale and small scale WCS are deployed using deterministic, stochastic and
mobile deployment techniques. Moreover, we have focused on the current
deployment problems which cover the effect of terrain factors such as elevation and
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complex structure of vegetation. Since tree canopies are the perfect example of the
complex terrain, we have mainly focused on revealing their SPPL. Both ISR Science
and Technology Research challenges and Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) also state that we need a better deployment technique and infrastructure to
handle the services in terms of quality.
At the beginning of chapter 2, the working principles of the LiDAR and direct georeferencing are evaluated. It is learned that 3D LiDAR image can be obtained with
geo- MMS structure which contains the fusion of GPS, IMU, camera, and laser
scanner. We have also pointed out that if the system does not contain the camera, the
satellite image can be geo-referenced and fused the point cloud. Another highly
important topic was image color segmentation since our purpose was to extract trees
from the environment. To do that, the satellite image needs to be snipped from
Google maps API. Once the image is snipped, it is passed through the proposed
processes to obtain the binary image which will filter out only the tree canopies from
the environment. Later, the need for interpolation is explained. Since the raw data
does not contain enough point and possess the gaps, it is required to be interpolated.
The tree canopies detection is built on the local maximum method by applying the
restriction of minimum 1.65 meters in height and 2 meters in width.
Further, we have provided, the empirical models that are currently in usage for any
application. In this chapter finally, we have provided related works which support
our idea which emphasizes that the current empirical models do not take into account
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the unique terrain structure of the environment as well as elevation. The results show
that current empirical models such as FSPL, LNPL, and Cost231 Hata model do not
reflect the actually SPPL. In other words, they significantly deviate from actual
measurements.
In chapter 3, we have discussed statistical tools and methods such as the measure of
tendencies, confidence interval, mean, standard deviation, etc. This chapter also
provides broad information about how the ANN which is a machine learning
algorithm works. The ANN contains three layers such as an input layer, hidden layers,
and an output layer. This layer contains neurons which pass through the information
other units using bias and sigmoid function.
In chapter 4, the proposed mode is represented in detail. First, we have modeled the
SPPL of a tree canopy for LOS direction based on height and width. According to
our model, the measurements need to be taken before and after the tree canopy
towards the transmitter in the LOS direction. The differences between measurements
will reflect the actual SPPL of the corresponding tree canopy. Later, these
measurements are used to feed our ANN which contains 30 hidden neurons in a
single hidden layer. The ANN produces three different output as 1 dB, 2 dB, and 3
dB using height and width of the tree canopies. This is because the data contains only
three values as SPPL for different tree canopies. After training the ANN with 100
iterations, we have obtained 94.5 % accuracy. The obtained weights are saved to be
used in predictions. In addition, the simulation environment is selected as Florida
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Institute of technology. The required LiDAR data is obtained from Florida
International university database. Since the data does not contain the camera the
required image should be snipped from Google maps API. Then the image is passed
through the proposed filter, and the obtained result is fused with 3D LiDAR point
cloud. Since this point cloud only consists of tree canopies, LMM will be applied to
the point cloud to extract the height and width of the tree canopies in LOS direction.
Later, these values are used to predict the SPPL of tree canopies.
In chapter 5, we have evaluated the performance comparison between the proposed
model and empirical models. We have previously created a simulation environment
which extracts features from the environment including micro-variations. Therefore,
measurements were taken in LOS direction in Florida Institute of technology
neighborhood. We have also estimated the SPPL of tree canopies using ANN and
added to FSPL. By this way, anytime signal encounter to a tree canopy it calculates
the height and width of the tree canopy and adds its effect to the estimation. After
obtaining the results, the MAPE for all RSL models is also calculated. The MAPE
results show that the proposed model performed with 4.26% error whereas the FSPL
model, log-normal model, and the Cost 231-Hata model had errors of 10.16%, 6.29%,
and 16.9% respectively. Thus, in terms of performance, there is a significant
difference between existing empirical models and the proposed model SPPL since
the empirical models do not take into account the unique features of the environment
such as tree canopy and other foliage locations.
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FUTURE WORK
Creating a 3D Environment that is capable of optimizing signal power path loss
through machine learning is as essential as linking this research with a commercial
product aided with Google API. Therefore the extended version of this study can be
implemented on software with following future considerations:


Since the proposed method is applicable to any environments, more
measurements can be taken based on buildings and the building effects can
be taken into account.



The signal path loss can be found for different type of trees for more accurate
results.



The tree classification can also be done by using machine learning algorithms
in order to get an accurate number of trees.



LiDAR can also be used for detection of indoor signal power path loss.



Since LTE will be tuned for Narrow-Band IOT which will allow the cellular
systems to connect and exchange the information with low-battery depended
on devices that only send a small amount of information, this technique may
be applied for the coverage optimization of NB-IOT systems.



This research will allow the cellular systems to connect and exchange
information with low-battery devices that only send a small amount of
information level.
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This technique is also applicable to the next generations of cellular network
technologies such as LTE-Advanced and 5G.
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APPENDIX
MATLAB CODES
Loading Data
clear all; close all; clc;
addpath(genpath('C:\Users\yegi2012\Desktop\tree data'))
addpath(genpath('C:\Users\yegi2012\Desktop\Antenna and Propagation
Journal'))
c = lasdata('Fit.las');
x=c.x; % LiDAR x position
y=c.y;% LiDAR x position
z=c.z;% LiDAR x position
load('drivedata.mat')
load('drivedata3.mat')
load('celldata.mat')
OI=filterLidar(x,1014,1747,y,1122,1795,z,0,100);
NLon=[-80.628298,-80.6263];%/real data
NLat=[28.063889,28.065776];%/ real data

[BinOI,BnOI]= xy2Latlon(OI,NLon,NLat,0.01);
[GD2,X,Y]= plotPointCloud(BinOI);

Displaying Data
[BinOI,BnOI]= xy2Latlon(OI,NLon,NLat,0.01);
[GD2,X,Y]= plotPointCloud(BinOI);
figure
contour(GD2);
%title('Contour Point Cloud')
xlabel('Latitude') % x-axis label
ylabel('Longitude') % y-axis label

Displaying Image
Im=imread('fitpic.jpg');
figure
imshow(Im)

Geo-Referecencing
[ax1, Xv,Yv]=georef3(Im);
J = flipud(imresize(Im, size(X)));
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ax1 = gca;
figure
showPointCloud([X(:), Y(:), GD2(:)], reshape(J, [], 3));
xlabel('Latitude','FontSize',11) % x-axis label
ylabel('Longitude','FontSize',11) % y-axis label
zlabel('Elevation','FontSize',11) % y-axis label
function [ax1,Xvalues,Yvalues,rect]=georef3(Im)
lx = size(Im(:,1),1); ly = size(Im(:,2),1);
figure;
X = Im;
imagesc(X);
axis off; hold on;
% Gca always holds the axes information
ax1 = gca;
ax1 = axes ('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),'Color',...
'none','XLim',[0 lx],'Ylim',[0 ly],'XTick',[],'YTick',[]);
% Georeferencing
h = gca;
hold on;
% Write reference point text on the figure color will be yellow and
red
h0 = text (0,-ly*0.05,'Set referencepoint 1','BackgroundColor'...
,'y','EdgeColor','red','LineWidth',2);
% Ask user to put first reference point
[x0,y0,but] = ginput(1);
%Plot + sign where you put reference point
h1 = plot (x0,y0,'k+');
% Ask use to put inital coordinate points as a text it will return
coords1
% and coords2
coords = inputdlg({'horizontal','vertical'},'Field position',1,{'80.628396','28.063927'});
%we convert text form of coord1 and coord2 to double to make
calculation
%xx0 yy0.
xx0 = str2double(coords(1));
yy0 = str2double(coords(2));
% delete fist text refence point1 to replace with refef point2
delete (h0);
delete (h1);
% We set second reference point text it will be yellow and red
h0 = text (0,-ly*0.05,'Set referencepoint 2','BackgroundColor',...
'y','EdgeColor','red','LineWidth',2);
% We ask again the user to point ref point
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[x1,y1,but] = ginput(1);
minval=[x0,x1];
maxval=[y0,y1];
% Putting + sign to the place of ref point
h2 = plot (x1,y1,'k+');
% ask the user to put coordinates as xx1 and yy1
coords = inputdlg({'horizontal','vertical'},'Field position',1,{'80.626119','28.065747'});
% convert text to double
xx1 = str2double(coords(1));
yy1 = str2double(coords(2));
% delete the texts
delete (h0);
delete (h2);
% Now we find the distance between two refenc point and find the
ratio
% between the distance
mx = (xx1-xx0)/(x1-x0);
% Finding minimum x value
xmin = xx0-mx*x0;
% Finding max x value
xmax = xx1+mx*(lx-x1);
% finding min y value
my = (yy1-yy0)/(y1-y0);
ymin = yy0-my*y0;
% finding max y value
ymax = yy1+my*(ly-y1);
ax1 = axes
('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),'Color','none','XLim',[xmin
xmax],'Ylim',[ymin ymax],'FontSize',12);
Xvalues=[xmin xmax];
Yvalues=[ymin ymax];
rect=round([minval maxval]);
% Create ylabel
ylabel('Latitude','FontWeight','Normal','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',15);
% Create xlabel
xlabel('Longitude','FontWeight','Normal','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',15);
% Create title
title('2D Satallite Image','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',15,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
end
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Area Property for Detection
%Area Property
Nlonmeter=deg2km(NLon(2)-NLon(1))*1000;
Nlatmeter=deg2km(NLat(2)-NLat(1))*1000;
xlon=size(GD2,2);
ylat=size(GD2,1);
unitx=Nlonmeter/xlon;
unity=Nlatmeter/ylat;
minh=deg2km(min(BinOI(:,3)))*1000;
% Tree extraction
[pks,locs,wdh,p,cent_map,ntree,BC,NMC,B,tx1,ty1,tx2,ty2,ind,tdis]=e
xtracttrees(J,X,Y,GD2,unitx,unity,Xv,Yv);
function
[pks,locs,w,p,cent_map,ntree,BC,NMC,B,tx1,ty1,tx2,ty2,ind,tdis]=ext
racttrees(J,X,Y,GD2,unitx,unity,Xv,Yv)
% Determine number of trees
Receiver_height=1.5;
min_tree_height=2;
treeseperation=2;
bwgd=(GD2>(km2deg( min_tree_height/1000)+min(GD2(:))));
bwgd=bwareaopen(bwgd,50);
J= bsxfun(@times, J, cast(bwgd, class(J)));
% J(J==0)=255;
% GD2=GD2.*flipud(bwgd);
[J2,NMC,BC]=Colorremover(flipud(J));
figure
imshow(BC)
figure
J2(J2==0)=255;
imshow(J2)
GD3=GD2.*flipud(BC);
figure
showPointCloud([X(:), Y(:), GD3(:)], reshape(flipud(J2), [], 3));
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Height','FontWeight','bold','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',11);
% Create ylabel
ylabel('Latitude','FontWeight','bold','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',11);
% Create xlabel
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xlabel('Longitude','FontWeight','bold','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',11);
% % Create title
% title('Extracted tree
caniopiese','FontWeight','Normal','LineWidth',15,'FontSize',15,...
%
'FontName','Times New Roman');

% fid = fopen('ntree', 'w+');
B = ordfilt2(flipud(deg2km(GD3)*1000),25,true(5));
B(B<Receiver_height)=0;
B(isnan(B))=0;
Binaryy=bwareaopen(B,100);
Binaryy=bwlabel(Binaryy,4);
% B(Binaryy==0)=0;
stat = regionprops(Binaryy,'centroid');
figure
imagesc(B); hold on;
for x = 1: numel(stat)
plot(stat(x).Centroid(1),stat(x).Centroid(2),'rx','MarkerSize',18);
end
cent_map=stat;
% [p,cent_map]=FastPeakFind(B,min_tree_height,4,2,1);
% figure
% imagesc(B);hold on
% plot(p(1:2:end),p(2:2:end),'r+')

hold on
[tx1,ty1]=ginput(1);
tx1=round(tx1); txr1=tx1*unitx;
ty1=round(ty1); tyr1=(size(GD3,2)-ty1)*unity;
plot (tx1,ty1,'y+', 'MarkerSize',10);
[tx2,ty2]=ginput(1);
tx2=round(tx2); txr2=tx2*unitx;
ty2=round(ty2);tyr2=(size(GD3,2)-ty2)*unity;
plot (tx2,ty2,'y+', 'MarkerSize',15);
line([tx1,tx2],[ty1,ty2],'color','red')
text(tx1+5,ty1-5,'Transmitter','color','yellow','FontSize',18);
text(tx2+5,ty2-5,'Receiver','color','yellow','FontSize',18);
ax1=gca;
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axis off; hold on;
axes
('Position',get(ax1,'Position'),'Color','none','XLim',Xv,'YLim',Yv,
'FontSize',11);
% Create ylabel
ylabel('Latitude','FontWeight','Normal','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',11);
% Create xlabel
xlabel('Longitude','FontWeight','Normal','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',11);
%% Finding elevation in the line of sight
h1=ty2-ty1;
h2=tx2-tx1;
h1r=tyr2-tyr1;
h2r=txr2-txr1;
a=h1/h2;
ar=h1r/h2r;
b=ty1-a*tx1;
br=tyr1-ar*txr1;
txx=tx1:tx2;
if tx2<tx1
txx=tx1:-1:tx2;
end
txxr=txr1:unitx:txr2;
if txr1>txr2
txxr=txr1:-unitx:txr2;
end
tyy=round(a*txx+b);

tyyr=round(ar*txxr+br);
ind=sub2ind(size(B),tyy,txx);
tdis=sqrt(txxr.^2+tyyr.^2);
tdis=tdis;

% Create title
%title('2D Satallite Image','FontWeight','Normal','FontSize',15,...
%
'FontName','Times New Roman');
linedata=B(ind);
tdis=0:max(tdis)/length(linedata):max(tdis)max(tdis)/length(linedata);
figure
[pks,locs,w,p] =
findpeaks(linedata,tdis,'minPeakProminence',2,'Annotate','extents',
'MinPeakDistance',treeseperation,'MinPeakHeight',min_tree_height);
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findpeaks(linedata,tdis,'minPeakProminence',2,'Annotate','extents',
'MinPeakDistance',treeseperation,'MinPeakHeight',min_tree_height);
text(locs+.02,pks,num2str((1:numel(pks))'))
ylabel('Height','FontWeight','Normal','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',11);
xlabel('Distance(m)','FontWeight','Normal','FontName','Times New
Roman','FontSize',11);
ntree=size(pks,2);
figure
subplot(121)
imshow(BC)
title('Binary Filter')
subplot(122)
imshow(J2)
title('Classified 2D satellite image')

figure
showPointCloud([X(:), Y(:), GD2(:)]);
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Height','FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',11);
% Create ylabel
ylabel('Latitude','FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',11);
% Create xlabel
xlabel('Longitude','FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',11);
hold on
showPointCloud([X(:), Y(:), GD3(:)*0+5*max(GD3(:))],
reshape(flipud(J2), [], 3));
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Height','FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create ylabel
ylabel('Latitude','FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create xlabel
xlabel('Longitude','FontName','Times New Roman');
figure
showPointCloud([X(:), Y(:), GD3(:)], reshape(flipud(J2), [], 3));
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Height','FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',11);
% Create ylabel
ylabel('Latitude','FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',11);
% Create xlabel
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xlabel('Longitude','FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',11);
end

Training the Data
%figure
%geoshow(Y,X,flipud(DD),'DisplayType','surface');
[Theta1,Theta2]=treeeneural;

Training Neural Network

Iteration

51 | Cost: 8.799225e-01

Iteration

1 | Cost: 1.751319e+00

Iteration

52 | Cost: 8.769789e-01

Iteration

2 | Cost: 1.732444e+00

Iteration

53 | Cost: 8.767967e-01

Iteration

3 | Cost: 1.708056e+00

Iteration

54 | Cost: 8.751451e-01

Iteration

4 | Cost: 1.663497e+00

Iteration

55 | Cost: 8.682508e-01

Iteration

5 | Cost: 1.582967e+00

Iteration

56 | Cost: 8.679484e-01

Iteration

6 | Cost: 1.516897e+00

Iteration

57 | Cost: 8.672203e-01

Iteration

7 | Cost: 1.434626e+00

Iteration

58 | Cost: 8.664818e-01

Iteration

8 | Cost: 1.340418e+00

Iteration

59 | Cost: 8.661682e-01

Iteration

9 | Cost: 1.309460e+00

Iteration

60 | Cost: 8.657300e-01

Iteration

10 | Cost: 1.274735e+00

Iteration

61 | Cost: 8.645419e-01

Iteration

11 | Cost: 1.261298e+00

Iteration

62 | Cost: 8.615837e-01

Iteration

12 | Cost: 1.233229e+00

Iteration

63 | Cost: 8.611375e-01

Iteration

13 | Cost: 1.221877e+00

Iteration

64 | Cost: 8.601424e-01

Iteration

14 | Cost: 1.209601e+00

Iteration

65 | Cost: 8.497394e-01

Iteration

15 | Cost: 1.198699e+00

Iteration

66 | Cost: 8.256552e-01

Iteration

16 | Cost: 1.191521e+00

Iteration

67 | Cost: 8.165224e-01
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Iteration

17 | Cost: 1.175012e+00

Iteration

68 | Cost: 8.061188e-01

Iteration

18 | Cost: 1.167057e+00

Iteration

69 | Cost: 7.768140e-01

Iteration

19 | Cost: 1.157613e+00

Iteration

70 | Cost: 7.593987e-01

Iteration

20 | Cost: 1.146579e+00

Iteration

71 | Cost: 7.506820e-01

Iteration

21 | Cost: 1.125377e+00

Iteration

72 | Cost: 7.449076e-01

Iteration

22 | Cost: 1.113157e+00

Iteration

73 | Cost: 7.381398e-01

Iteration

23 | Cost: 1.109928e+00

Iteration

74 | Cost: 7.165437e-01

Iteration

24 | Cost: 1.105037e+00

Iteration

75 | Cost: 7.128169e-01

Iteration

25 | Cost: 1.102996e+00

Iteration

76 | Cost: 7.035605e-01

Iteration

26 | Cost: 1.095840e+00

Iteration

77 | Cost: 6.944537e-01

Iteration

27 | Cost: 1.093572e+00

Iteration

78 | Cost: 6.916854e-01

Iteration

28 | Cost: 1.084578e+00

Iteration

79 | Cost: 6.859756e-01

Iteration

29 | Cost: 1.082711e+00

Iteration

80 | Cost: 6.811895e-01

Iteration

30 | Cost: 1.076196e+00

Iteration

81 | Cost: 6.799136e-01

Iteration

31 | Cost: 1.074550e+00

Iteration

82 | Cost: 6.777384e-01

Iteration

32 | Cost: 1.062771e+00

Iteration

83 | Cost: 6.721968e-01

Iteration

33 | Cost: 1.054335e+00

Iteration

84 | Cost: 6.700651e-01

Iteration

34 | Cost: 1.023924e+00

Iteration

85 | Cost: 6.686313e-01

Iteration

35 | Cost: 1.013418e+00

Iteration

86 | Cost: 6.666897e-01

Iteration

36 | Cost: 9.717819e-01

Iteration

87 | Cost: 6.649549e-01

Iteration

37 | Cost: 9.517323e-01

Iteration

88 | Cost: 6.629698e-01

Iteration

38 | Cost: 9.284384e-01

Iteration

89 | Cost: 6.623086e-01

Iteration

39 | Cost: 9.054669e-01

Iteration

90 | Cost: 6.594301e-01

Iteration

40 | Cost: 8.989666e-01

Iteration

91 | Cost: 6.583457e-01
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Iteration

41 | Cost: 8.978269e-01

Iteration

92 | Cost: 6.582839e-01

Iteration

42 | Cost: 8.949554e-01

Iteration

93 | Cost: 6.564705e-01

Iteration

43 | Cost: 8.941778e-01

Iteration

94 | Cost: 6.558678e-01

Iteration

44 | Cost: 8.909396e-01

Iteration

95 | Cost: 6.535809e-01

Iteration

45 | Cost: 8.906558e-01

Iteration

96 | Cost: 6.528165e-01

Iteration

46 | Cost: 8.899127e-01

Iteration

97 | Cost: 6.498129e-01

Iteration

47 | Cost: 8.892676e-01

Iteration

98 | Cost: 6.447128e-01

Iteration

48 | Cost: 8.882662e-01

Iteration

99 | Cost: 6.386989e-01

Iteration

49 | Cost: 8.856657e-01

Iteration 100 | Cost: 6.363209e-01

Iteration

50 | Cost: 8.850508e-01

trdata=[p;wdh/2]';
pred = predict(Theta1, Theta2,trdata);
f=2110*10^6;
d1=[0 10 15 22 48 92 129 176 203 220];
mRSL=[-1 -45 -48 -55 -61 -65 -75 -77 -80 -81];
mRSL2=interp1(d1/2,mRSL,d/2,'linear');
Dt=1; Dr=1;
Ke=1;
SNR=0;
% bsloc=[28.0587786 -80.6282989];
[PLS,models]=calculatePL(f,d/2,Dt,Dr,locs/2,ERP,mRSL2,SNR,pred);
% models2=calculatePL3(f,0.45,d,Dt,Dr,locs);
difference=abs(((models-models(:,5))./models(:,5)));
sum(difference)

Calculate Path Loss
function
[PATHLOSS,RSLmodels]=calculatePL(f,d,Dt,Dr,locs,ERP,mRSL,SNR,treepr
ed)
c=3*10^8;
lamda=c/f;
fmhz=f/10^6;
bias=1;
% locs=locs;
% d=(d+locs(1));
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disp('==============================FOR PLTREE=================')
constant=0;
tp=0;
for i=1:length(d)

%

ntree=size(find(locs<d(i)),2);
if ntree==constant+1
tp=treepred(ntree)+tp;
end
PLTree(i)=Fspl(d(i),lamda,Dt,Dr,fmhz)+ tp+bias;
PLTree(i)=PLtree(ntree,d(i),lamda,Dt,Dr,fmhz)+bias;

if ntree==constant+1
disp(['For ',num2str(ntree),' trees, corresponding PLtree is
',num2str(PLTree(i)),'at distance',num2str(d(i))]);
end
constant=ntree;
end
disp('===============================FOR FSPL====================')
%Free space path loss
constant=0;
for i=1:length(d)
ntree=size(find(locs<d(i)),2);
FSPL(i)=Fspl(d(i),lamda,Dt,Dr,fmhz)+bias;
if ntree==constant+1
disp(['For ',num2str(ntree),' trees, corresponding FSPL is
',num2str(FSPL(i)),'at distance',num2str(d(i))])
end
constant=ntree;
end
disp('================================FOR
LNPL====================')
% log normal pathloss
constant=0;
for i=1:length(d)
ntree=size(find(locs<d(i)),2);
LNPL(i)=Lnpl(d(i))+bias;
if ntree==constant+1
disp(['For ',num2str(ntree),' trees, corresponding LNPL is
',num2str(LNPL(i)),'at distance',num2str(d(i))])
end
constant=ntree;
end
disp('=============================FOR
Cost231====================')
%cost231 hata model
constant=0;
for i=1:length(d)
ntree=size(find(locs<d(i)),2);
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Cost231(i)=cost231(d(i),f)+bias;
if ntree==constant+1
disp(['For ',num2str(ntree),' trees, corresponding Cost231 is
',num2str(Cost231(i)),'at distance',num2str(d(i))])
end
constant=ntree;
end
RSLmodels=plotPL(PLTree,FSPL,LNPL,Cost231,d,ERP,mRSL,SNR);
PATHLOSS=[d ;PLTree ;FSPL ;LNPL ;Cost231]';
models= RSLmodels;
end

function PLT=PLtree(ntree,d,lamda,Dt,Dr,fmhz)
PLT=10*log10((((4*pi*d)^2)/((lamda^2)*Dt*Dr)))+ntree*1-20;
% PLT=fspl(d,lamda)+ntree;
% PLT=20*log10(fmhz)+20*log10((d)/1000)+32.44+ntree;
if d==0
PLT=0;
end
end
function FSPL=Fspl(d,lamda,Dt,Dr,fmhz)
FSPL=10*log10((((4*pi*d)^2)/((lamda^2)*Dt*Dr)))-20;
%FSPL=fspl(d,lamda);
% FSPL=20*log10(fmhz)+20*log10((d+15)/1000)+32.44;
if d==0
FSPL=0;
end
end
function LNPL = Lnpl(d)
VD=1;
PLo=-0.82*VD + 36.5;
n=0.1717*VD + 2.2043;
do=1;
%calculate average power loss predicted by path loss model
LNPL=PLo+10*n*log10(d/do)-20;
if d==0
LNPL=0;
end
end
function L50rural1=cost231(d,f)
hm = 5;
hb1 = 30;
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ahm = 3.2*(log10(11.75*hm)).^2 - 4.97;
L50urban1 = 69.55 + 26.16*log10(f) + (44.9 6.55*log10(hb1))*log10((d)) - 13.82*log10(hb1) - ahm;
L50rural1 = L50urban1 - 4.78*(log10(f)).^2 + 18.33*log10(f) 40.94-20;
if d==0
L50rural1=0;
end
end

Plot Path loss
function RSLmodels=plotPL(PLTree,FSPL,LNPL,Cost231,d,ERP,mRSL,SNR)
figure
plot(d,PLTree(1:length(d)),'r-');
% text(d(5),PLTree(5),'\leftarrow SPPLtree')
hold on
plot(d,FSPL(1:length(d)),'b-');
% text(d(5),FSPL(5),'\leftarrow FSPL')
hold on
plot(d,LNPL(1:length(d)),'g-');
% text(d(5),LNPL(5),'\leftarrow LNPL')
hold on
plot(d,Cost231(1:length(d)),'y-');
% text(d(5),Cost231(5),'\leftarrow Cost231 hata')
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Distance(m)'});
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'SPPL[dB]'});
% Create title
k=strcat('SPPL comparison of 4 Models for different distances');
title(k);
legend('SPPLtree','FSPL','LNPL','Cost231 Hata')
grid on
RSLTree=ERP-PLTree-SNR;
RSLfs=ERP-FSPL-SNR;
RSLln=ERP-LNPL-SNR;
RSLcost231=ERP-Cost231-SNR;
figure
plot(d,RSLTree(1:length(d)),'r-');
% text(d(5),RSLTree(5),'\leftarrow RSLtree')
hold on
plot(d,RSLfs(1:length(d)),'b-');
% text(d(5),RSLfs(5),'\leftarrow RSLfs')
hold on
plot(d,RSLln(1:length(d)),'g-');
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% text(d(5),RSLln(5),'\leftarrow RSLln')
hold on
plot(d,RSLcost231(1:length(d)),'y-');
% text(d(5),RSLcost231(5),'\leftarrow RSLcost231')
hold on
plot(d,mRSL(1:length(d)),'k-');
% text(d(5),mRSL(5),'\leftarrow mRSL')
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Distance(m)'});
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'RSL[dBm]'});
% Create title
k=strcat('RSL comparison of models and Real Measurements');
title(k);
legend('RSLtree','RSLfs','RSLln','RSLcost231','mRSL')
grid on
RSLmodels=[RSLTree' RSLfs' RSLln' RSLcost231' mRSL'];
end
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